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Abstract:  Schattschneider’s insight that “policies make politics” has played an influential role 
in the modern study of political institutions and public policy. Yet if policies do indeed make 
politics, rational politicians have opportunities to use policies to structure future politics to their 
own advantage—and this strategic dimension has gone almost entirely unexplored.  Do 
politicians actually use policies to make politics?  Under what conditions?  In this paper, we 
develop a theoretical argument about what can be expected from strategic politicians, and we 
carry out an empirical analysis on a policy development that is particularly instructive: the 
adoption of public-sector collective bargaining laws by the states during the 1960s, 1970s, and 
early 1980s—laws that fueled the rise of public-sector unions, and “made politics” to the 
advantage of Democrats over Republicans.    
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In 2011, Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker and his Republican allies in the legislature 
passed a watershed labor bill that limited collective bargaining rights for public employees.  
Something similar happened or was attempted in a number of other Republican-controlled states, 
including Ohio, Idaho, and Tennessee.  In all cases, the official purpose was a policy purpose: to 
enhance effective government.  But opponents saw a political purpose at work too, and so did 
many observers.  As congressional scholar Norman Ornstein put it, “a lot of the efforts we’ve 
seen in undercutting unions have been strongly focused on undercutting the Democratic Party’s 
political base” (Gurciullo, 2015). 
Direct evidence for such claims is hard to come by.  If politicians use policy to undercut 
the other party, they are not going to say so publicly.  Yet they do have opportunities to engage 
in such partisan behavior—and to benefit from it.  Labor policy, moreover, is not unique in these 
respects.  Consider immigration.  Most agree that major immigration reform is much-needed.  
But if policy were to include a “path to citizenship”—which the Democrats favor—it would also 
create millions of new voters, most of them voting Democratic.  To say that this political 
consequence is unrelated to the Democrats’ approach to immigration reform would strain 
credibility, just as it would strain credibility to say that Scott Walker did not consider the benefits 
for Republicans when he weakened Wisconsin’s unions.  
Labor law and immigration reform are just two examples of how policies make their own 
politics.  This phenomenon was first recognized by Schattschneider (1935) in his classic study of 
the Smoot-Hawley tariff, and it has since been confirmed by research in American political 
development, public policy, and comparative politics (Hacker and Pierson, 2014).  When a new 
program is created, so are new constituencies—and new politics—and this dynamic plays a key 
role, via policy feedback, in explaining how policies affect their own politics (e.g, Pierson, 1993; 
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Mettler and Soss, 2004).  The adoption of Social Security, for example, created a constituency of 
senior citizens that strongly supported the program and protected it from change (Campbell, 
2003). 
Yet a key dimension of inquiry has gone unexplored.  For if policies make their own 
politics, strategic politicians would want to use policy to shape politics to their own benefit.  
They would not be limited, moreover, to crafting policies with an eye toward boosting future 
political support for those same policies.  Their opportunities are broader and more potent than 
that.  As Scott Walker seems to have recognized, some policies have political consequences for 
the partisan balance of power.  
The introduction of agency, then, opens up a new realm of important issues.  How 
common is it—and what are the incentives—for politicians to pursue these broader politics-
shaping opportunities as they make policy decisions?  What can this tell us about why policies 
get adopted and why they get designed as they do?  So far, this line of inquiry has barely been 
explored.  But it needs to be if the payoffs from Schattschneider’s original insight are to be fully 
realized (Patashnik and Zelizer, 2013; Oberlander and Weaver, 2015). 
This paper is an early step along the way.  We focus on a policy development that is 
particularly instructive: the adoption of public-sector collective bargaining laws by the states 
during the 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s.  It is instructive for two reasons.  First, these laws have 
had important consequences for American politics, fueling the emergence of organizations—
public-sector unions—that have shaped the party and interest group systems to the advantage of 
Democrats and the disadvantage of Republicans (DiSalvo, 2015; Moe, 2011; Flavin and Hartney, 
2015).  This is a clear example of policies shaping politics, and its partisan effects are 
asymmetric.  If politicians do make policies with their parties’ future prospects in mind, then it 
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seems likely they would do it here, with Democrats pushing for these new labor laws and 
Republicans opposing them.   
The second reason this policy development is so instructive is that, despite the 
importance of public-sector unions to American politics, political scientists have paid little 
attention to them.  The literatures on parties and interest groups virtually ignore them.1  Precisely 
because Schattschneider was right—policies do shape politics—the laws that gave rise to public-
sector unions need to be studied as important determinants of the structure of American politics.   
Our analysis unfolds in three parts.  In Part 1, we examine whether Democrats were 
indeed the champions of public-sector labor laws and Republicans their opponents.  Using state-
level data, we show that the Democratic expectation is well borne out, but that Republicans 
actually played pivotal roles in supporting these laws—and thus in igniting the growth of unions 
that would oppose the Republican Party.  Why would Republicans do that?  In Part 2, we offer 
an explanation.  We develop a theoretical argument about what can be expected from strategic 
political actors—in any realm of policy—as they think about using policies to shape the future 
structure of politics.  The heart of the argument is that collective action problems limit the 
conditions under which they will actually engage in such behavior—leading to outcomes that, in 
the aggregate, may look strange or irrational.  In Part 3, we carry out an empirical analysis of 
individual-level voting by state legislators on public-sector labor laws, testing the implications of 
this theoretical perspective and showing that it is supported by the evidence.  
 
                                                          
1 For exceptions, see DiSalvo (2015); Anzia and Moe (2015); Moe (2006, 2011); Anzia (2014); 
and Flavin and Hartney (2015).  
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Part 1: Background  
During the first half of the 20th century, collective bargaining by public workers was 
largely illegal throughout the country, and few government employees belonged to unions.  
Unions fared much better in the private sector, where the membership and political involvement 
of unions grew dramatically following the adoption in 1935 of the National Labor Relations Act 
(NLRA): a hallmark of the Democratic New Deal.  By the late 1940s, the labor-Democrat 
alliance stood at the center of the American party system, with the Democrats benefiting from a 
newly empowered constituency they had played a key role in creating.  Public-sector workers 
were on the sidelines.  They were not included in the NLRA, and they remained unorganized and 
politically unimportant (Walker, 2014; Slater, 2004). 
Change, however, was just around the corner.  In 1959, Wisconsin became the first state 
to adopt a collective bargaining law for public-sector workers.  In 1962, President Kennedy 
issued an executive order authorizing collective bargaining at the federal level.  And soon the 
nation experienced a wave of new labor legislation—modeled after the NLRA—that quickly 
brought collective bargaining to virtually all states outside the South.  Along with it came a surge 
in union organizing that increased membership ten-fold between 1960 and 1976 (Goldfield, 
1989-90; also Freeman, 1986; DiSalvo, 2015; Moe, 2011).  
By the early 1980s, union density had risen to 37 percent of the public workforce (and 
much higher in many states and cities), where it stabilized.  Meantime, private-sector unions—
beset by rising competition, globalization, and structural change in the economy—fell into 
decline.  Today, less than 7 percent of private-sector workers are unionized, and public-sector 
unions are the leaders of the union movement.  
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These developments have had large impacts on American politics.  Public-sector unions 
enroll more than eight million members, are top contributors to political campaigns, field vast 
numbers of campaign workers, and marshal many other political resources—almost all of them 
in support of Democrats and in opposition to Republicans (DiSalvo, 2015).  They are core 
members of the Democratic Party coalition.  They are also interest groups whose resources, 
electoral activity, and lobbying organization put them in the top tier of all groups that seek 
political influence.  Their rise has been consequential at the national level, but they have been 
especially consequential at the state and local levels—where most of the nation’s public 
employees work and most public money is spent. 
 The states’ adoption of public-sector labor laws is a prime example of policies making 
their own politics.  The winners and losers, moreover, are clear: these developments were good 
for the Democratic Party and bad for the Republican Party.  So were Democrats the driving force 
behind these laws, and did Republicans try to stop them?   
Scholars have barely explored these matters.  Political scientists have paid little attention 
to public-sector unions, and even less to the policy changes that fueled their growth.  The same is 
true for historians (as noted by Shaffer, 2002; McCartin, 2006).  There is a literature on labor 
history, but it focuses on private-sector unions as the embodiment of the “union movement,” and 
a common theme is that the movement is in decline.  In those rare cases when political scientists 
have written about unions, they too have focused on private-sector unions, particularly the 
relationship between those unions and the Democrats; and they too have highlighted the political 
consequences of union decline (e.g., Dark, 1999; Schlozman, Verba, and Brady, 2012).    
Although the questions concerning us here have yet to be studied, there are well-known 
lines of evidence that point in a common direction.  Pre-1960 collective bargaining 
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breakthroughs in  New York City and Philadelphia were due to supportive Democratic mayors.  
The Wisconsin breakthrough in 1959 came about under the leadership of Gaylord Nelson, the 
state’s first Democratic governor in more than twenty years.  Efforts to organize federal workers 
expanded when Kennedy’s executive order signaled a more union-friendly era in government 
(e.g., Slater, 2004; McCartin, 2006).  The importance of Democratic control also shines through 
in case studies of labor law adoption in particular states (e.g., Saltzman 1988). 
These accounts have given rise to a conventional wisdom that seems to make good sense.  
As Joseph A. McCartin (2006, p.79) expresses it, “the success of public sector unions was almost 
always dependent upon an alliance between those unions and Democratic politicians...The record 
could not be clearer on this point: without the close collaboration that emerged between public 
sector trade unionists and Democratic leaders at all levels of government, the public sector 
movement would not have grown as quickly as it did” (see also Walker 2014, p.190).  
Quantitative analysis affirms these conclusions.  Notably, Saltzman’s (1985) study of state labor 
laws for teachers shows that their adoption was more likely when Democrats had more political 
control.2 
But empirical support for this conventional wisdom is thin.  Even Saltzman’s (1985) 
study—the most comprehensive to date—only scratches the surface.  His model measures 
Democratic strength as the number of state government institutions controlled by Democrats, 
which assumes that all unit increases in Democratic strength have the same effect on adoption.  
But if the conventional wisdom is correct, what should really matter is whether Republicans are 
                                                          
2 To our knowledge, DiSalvo (2015) is alone in recognizing that many Republicans voted for 
these labor laws (although he does not present or analyze any data). 
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in a position to block—which holds under both divided government and unified Republican 
control.  Marginal cases aside, these laws should only pass under Democratic unified 
government. 
Is that the case?  To answer this question, we assembled data on when the states enacted 
collective bargaining for five categories of government workers:  teachers, firefighters, police, 
other local government workers, and state government workers.3  We then grouped the states by 
party control at the time of enactment.   
The results, shown in Table 1, are revealing: most states that adopted these bargaining 
laws did so under divided government, not Democratic unified government.  Equally important, 
several bargaining laws were actually adopted under Republican unified government.  This 
pattern is hard to reconcile with conventional wisdom—as well as with the Schattschneider-
based expectation that Republicans, with so much at stake for their party’s political future, would 
have opposed these new laws.  It may well be that Democrats were the strongest supporters of 
state collective bargaining laws, but it is not true that Republicans strongly opposed them.  Far 
from it, for most bargaining laws were actually adopted in political contexts where Republicans 
could have blocked their enactment—but didn’t. 
Part 2: Theory 
                                                          
3 Most states adopted bargaining laws for these occupations separately, often at different times, 
rather than adopting comprehensive laws covering all public workers.  See the online appendix 
for a description of our data collection. 
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 If policies make their own politics, then it seems straightforward that politicians would 
want to use policy to shape politics to their advantage.  But we need to look more closely at their 
actual incentives for doing that.   
 Consider first the policy feedback effects highlighted in the literature, where the focus is 
on how policies can change politics—by providing benefits to mass constituencies, for 
example—in ways that bolster their own political support.  Feedback effects occur whether they 
are intended or not, but they will differ depending on how the policies are designed.  Would their 
advocates have incentives, then, to favor designs that make the feedback effects as politically 
potent as possible (Patashnik and Zelizer, 2013; Patashnik, 2008)?   
There is good reason to think the answer is yes.  Politicians are concerned with pleasing 
the constituencies and interest groups that can get them reelected; and if a politician supports a 
policy to benefit those interests, she could easily have incentives—in furthering the same 
interests—to favor designs that best promote the policy’s future political support.  There are 
qualifications, however.  Politicians may be unaware in any instance that they can use policy to 
shape politics, or of what the consequences might be; they are also notoriously myopic, thinking 
mostly of their next election rather than the long-term effects of policy (Arnold, 1990); and as 
Mayhew (1974) reminds us, their embrace of policy may be due to position-taking or credit-
claiming, not to genuine concern for the policy’s success.  All these factors can weaken the 
strategic use of policy for politics.  Even granting these qualifications, though, the saving grace is 
that there may be interest groups that are aware, do look ahead, and are genuinely concerned 
about the policy—and that pressure politicians to “make politics” in ways that bolster the 
policy’s durability.   
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All things considered, then, it is reasonable to suggest that politicians will often have 
incentives to take politics-shaping actions that are policy-specific.  This does not mean that they 
will get the outcomes they desire—for as policy scholars have argued (Pierson, 2004) and as 
Oberlander and Weaver (2015) have recently shown with application to the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA), policies and their environments can be complex and their feedback effects difficult to 
anticipate, leading to outcomes that depart from the designers’ intentions (see also Howard, 
1997).  Our point here, however, is that they will often have the incentives to try—which held 
true, we should note, even in the case of the complex ACA. 
But will they have similar incentives when it comes to using policy to shape the larger 
structure of partisan politics?  Here the situation is different.  Public-sector labor laws, for 
example, have far-reaching effects that favor Democrats and disfavor Republicans—and these 
effects are collective goods (or bads).  If the Democratic Party were a unitary actor (and 
sufficiently aware and forward-looking), it would support these laws, and if the Republican Party 
were a comparable unitary actor, it would oppose them.  But they are not unitary actors.  The 
decision-makers are individual politicians; and each of them, concerned about reelection and 
constituency, has incentives to do what is best for herself—not what is best for the party.  
 This collective action problem is fundamental to the theoretical perspective on parties 
that, over the last two decades, has been most central to the field of American politics, 
particularly when the focus has been on legislators.  The theory argues that legislators within the 
same party carry a common brand and recognize their shared electoral fate, and to achieve 
mutual gains they delegate authority to party leaders—who have incentives to promote the larger 
interests of the party by orchestrating member votes and controlling the agenda (Cox and 
McCubbins, 1993; 2005; Jenkins and Monroe, 2012).  This solution to the collective action 
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problem, however, is only partial at best, and is most effective—with members supporting 
stronger party constraints on their behavior—when they are already in substantial agreement on 
policy (Rohde, 1991; Aldrich and Rohde, 2001).  The more diverse the members are, the weaker 
the enforced constraints of party, and the more members can follow their individual incentives.4 
 One implication is that, to the extent parties are internally homogeneous, they are better 
able to promote the parties’ interests. The modern era of polarization, then, is a best-case setting 
for politicians to use policy to shape the structure of partisan politics.  In earlier decades, 
however, these conditions did not prevail (Mayhew, 1974; Rohde, 1991).  The parties were more 
internally diverse and thus, theory would suggest, less capable of getting their members to shape 
politics to the parties’ advantage.  The labor laws we are concerned with here, of course, were 
enacted during this earlier era.  So our expectation is that, while the Democratic Party stood to be 
advantaged by these laws and the Republican Party disadvantaged, the legislators in each party 
would not weigh this heavily in deciding how to vote.  They would be mainly motivated by their 
own individual-level concerns, not by what was best for the party. 
                                                          
4 Collective action problems are not unique to party-based decisions, of course.  They are 
relevant to the lawmaking process more generally: to weak legislator incentives to invest in 
formulating “good” policy, the incentives to engage in credit-claiming and position-taking, the 
difficulty of preventing defections from policy coalitions.  They also help explain the 
organizational structure of Congress—its committee system, for example—which has emerged 
as it has to help mitigate collective action problems and allow members to realize their personal 
and shared goals (Mayhew, 1974; Weingast and Marshall, 1988).  Our argument here about 
parties, then, is part of this larger theoretical whole and more general than this one application.   
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What would this mean, more concretely, for how legislators would vote?  Here, the 
mainstream theory needs elaboration.  As recent critics have pointed out, the theory arises out of 
a Downsian framework of politicians and voters, and pays no direct attention to the specifics of 
policies, the constituencies and interest groups associated with them, and the latter’s influence on 
what politicians do (Hacker and Pierson, 2014).  Indeed, it has recently been challenged by an 
alternative perspective, which argues that parties should be treated as coalitions of interest 
groups, with groups the key decision-makers (Cohen et al., 2008; Bawn et al., 2012).  We 
cannot, of course, adjudicate this debate here.  What we can do is extend the theory we have 
already developed, taking account of the specific nature of the policies, constituencies, and 
interest groups of relevance to legislators’ votes.             
For Democrats, all of these factors worked to their advantage.  Outside the South, they 
were the party of labor, allied with unions—interest groups at the core of the party—and for 
virtually all nonsouthern Democrats, there were constituency and ideology-based reasons, at the 
individual level, for supporting these new laws.  In following their own personal incentives as 
politicians, then, individual Democrats would automatically be making politics to the party’s 
larger advantage—even though, theory suggests, that was not what motivated them.   
The Republican Party was less fortunate.  While today’s party can accurately be 
characterized as anti-union and homogeneously conservative, in earlier decades it had an 
appreciable number of moderates (anchored in politically moderate constituencies)—and they 
were more favorable to labor than conservatives were (Shafer, 2003).  Thus, there was a 
contingent of potential defectors—moderates—who had constituency and ideology-based 
incentives to vote in favor of these labor laws despite their future impacts on the party.  
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A second problem deepened the party’s troubles.  During these earlier times, Republican 
conservatives were known as anti-labor because they and their business allies were often 
opposed to the private-sector unions that dominated the union movement—and those private-
sector unions (often in manufacturing) were not a forceful presence in conservative 
constituencies.  But the workers now demanding bargaining rights were the employees of 
governments, not business.  Business groups therefore had less incentive to oppose public-sector 
labor laws, freeing many Republicans from group pressure to vote “no.”  Workers in the public 
sector, moreover, were present in every district, including conservative districts.  Even for 
conservative Republicans, then, a vote for public-sector labor laws may often have been the 
smart thing to do politically—regardless of its impact on the party.      
These problems for the Republican Party were compounded by a third political force, this 
one arising from public-sector strikes.  During the decades when these laws were being 
considered, the nation was swept by strikes as government workers and their nascent unions 
sought to bring pressure on policymakers.  These new developments were quite troubling to the 
public, which feared a loss of government services, and many policymakers felt a pressing need 
to deal with the immediate problem (or impending threat).  Collective bargaining was presented 
by academics, labor-law experts, and union advocates as a solution:  a way to substitute 
negotiation for conflict, and thus to bring “labor peace” (McCartin, 2008; Shaffer, 2002).  This, 
then, was yet another force potentially pushing Republicans to support new labor laws—for if 
they did not, and if they stood in the way of collective bargaining, they risked being blamed by 
voters for future disruption of government services.  There is good reason to think, therefore, that 
if collective bargaining was viewed as a way to bring labor peace (a contingency we will revisit 
in our analysis), strikes were likely to succeed in getting Republicans to support it. 
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In sum, while the collective action problem was relevant to both parties, the individual-
level incentives of Democrats (outside the South) on these labor laws lined up with what was 
best for their party’s political future—but the opposite was true for Republicans.  Our theory 
suggests that Republican moderates were especially likely to defect, but also that many 
conservatives had political grounds for defecting too—and that, for both, the incentives for doing 
so were heightened by the political pressures arising from strikes.  For Republicans, the 
individual incentives of politicians were simply not aligned with promoting the party’s collective 
good—and what they would get, as a result, was a collective bad. 
Part 3: Partisan Support for Collective Bargaining Laws 
To explore these matters, we compiled a new dataset.  For each duty-to-bargain law 
passed between 1959 and 1990, we collected the final votes of as many state legislators as 
possible.5  The completed dataset includes 5,439 votes on 42 bills in 31 states, as well as the 
party and district number of each legislator.   
We begin with two simple questions:  Were Democrats unified, or nearly unified, in 
support of collective bargaining?  And was Republican support limited to a few crossover votes, 
or was it substantial?  To answer these questions, we display in Table 2 the percentages of 
Democrats and Republicans who voted for each bill, sorted by year. 
As expected, Democratic support was extremely high in almost all states.  In three 
quarters of the bills, more than 90% of Democrats voted in favor, and in many their support was 
unanimous.  We find five exceptional cases of Democratic support below 80%, but two were in 
the South (where Democrats were overwhelmingly conservative), and the remaining three were 
                                                          
5 See the online appendix for a description of our data collection. 
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passed under unusual political circumstances—with some Democrats voting “no” because the 
bills were not sufficiently pro-union.  Aside from these unusual cases, the clear pattern among 
Democrats is near-universal support for public-sector bargaining laws. 
For Republicans, our findings are especially instructive.   Earlier, we showed that 
Republicans failed to block collective bargaining laws when they could have done so.  Here we 
see, in exploring the votes, that the percentage of Republicans supporting enactment was actually 
quite large.  In some states, such as Pennsylvania in 1968, almost all Republicans voted “yes.”  
In others, such as South Dakota, Republican support was unanimous.  There was substantial 
variation in Republican support across states, however.  In some, such as Iowa, these laws passed 
with smaller percentages of Republican votes; and in a few, such as Ohio, not a single 
Republican voted “yes.”  But what is most striking about the findings in Table 2 is that so many 
Republicans voted to grant bargaining rights to government employees:  in our dataset, 63% of 
the Republican votes are “yes” votes.  Such extensive support is hard to square with the idea that 
they were using policy to promote the best interests of their party.       
Why did so many Republicans support collective bargaining?  Our first expectation is 
that, if Republicans were acting on their individual-level incentives, moderates would be more 
likely to vote “yes” than conservatives.  To test this expectation, we constructed a measure of 
legislative district ideology using county data on Democratic presidential vote share.  Because 
this vote share can vary greatly across elections, we chose two elections in which the national 
popular vote was closely divided between Republicans and Democrats: 1960 and 1976.  Then, 
for all years between 1960 and 1976, as well as years before and after, we linearly interpolated 
the Democratic vote within each county.  Next, we used historical maps and descriptions of 
district boundaries for relevant years to identify the county or counties contained in each district, 
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and by computing a weighted average of the Democratic presidential vote across these counties, 
we arrived at our measure of each district’s ideology.   
We also expect that Republicans with high concentrations of government employees in 
their districts should be more likely to vote “yes” than Republicans with low concentrations.  To 
test this, we again turned to county data—this time U.S. Census data on government employment 
in 1970 and 1980.  As before, we linearly interpolated the percentage of workers in each county 
who were employed by government, and we matched those counties to state legislative districts 
using the same procedure as before.  (See the online appendix for more detail.)  
We begin the analysis by using logistic regression to estimate the effects of district 
ideology and government employment on state legislators’ votes (“yes”=1, “no”=0).  Because 
we expect these variables to matter little for Democrats but a great deal for Republicans, we also 
include legislators’ party (Republican=1, Democrat=0) and its interaction with ideology and 
government employment.  We cluster the standard errors by state.   
The results are set out in the first column of Table 3.  As expected, the coefficient on 
Democratic presidential vote is insignificant, suggesting that the ideology of Democrats’ districts 
had no significant relationship to their votes on collective bargaining.  However, we find that 
district ideology did matter for Republicans.  At the bottom of column 1, we show that the sum 
of Democratic presidential vote and its interaction with Republican is positive and significant at 
the 1% level.  Republicans were more likely to favor collective bargaining, then, the more 
moderate their constituencies.   
Similarly, we find that Democrats’ votes did not vary with the amount of government 
employment in their districts, but Republicans’ votes did.  As we show at the bottom of column 
1, the sum of Government employment and its interaction with Republican is positive and 
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statistically significant.  This finding aligns nicely with our expectations:  the greater the 
concentration of government employment in the district, the greater the likelihood that a 
Republican voted “yes” on public-sector collective bargaining. 
Table 4 presents some key predicted probabilities from this model, which convey the 
magnitudes of these effects.  We predict the probability of a “yes” vote for two types of 
Republicans:  “Conservative Republicans” are those from districts where 34% of the presidential 
vote went to the Democratic candidate (the 5th percentile) and “Moderate Republicans” are those 
from districts where 55% of the presidential vote went to the Democratic candidate (the 95th 
percentile).  We start by examining the probabilities for these two types of Republicans in 
districts with low government employment—which we define as those where 10% of workers 
are employed by government (the 5th percentile).  In row 1 of Table 4, we find that the predicted 
probability of a “yes” vote was 46% among conservative Republicans.  By contrast it was 70% 
for moderate Republicans—a 24 point difference.  Clearly, then, in districts with low 
government employment, moderate Republicans felt greater pressure to support collective 
bargaining than conservative Republicans. 
In row 2 of Table 4, we calculate the same probabilities but for Republicans in districts 
where 29% of workers were employed by government (the 95th percentile).  Here, too, we find a 
marked difference in labor law support between conservative and moderate Republicans (20 
percentage points).  But we also see, by comparing rows 1 and 2, a large effect of government 
employment on Republicans’ votes.  For conservatives, the predicted probability of a “yes” vote 
was 61% in districts with high government employment, but only 46% in districts with low 
government employment.  Moderate Republicans from districts with high government 
employment voted “yes” on collective bargaining 81% of the time—11 points more often than 
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moderates in districts with low government employment.  The evidence indicates, then, that 
many Republicans—conservatives and moderates alike—supported collective bargaining 
because government employees were important local constituencies for them. 
 Next we add state fixed effects to account for the possibility that state characteristics—
such as private-sector union strength and the professionalization of the legislature—affected 
Republican support.  This modeling strategy allows us to ask whether within states, and thus 
controlling for time-invariant state characteristics, the basic relationships we found in the 
original model continue to hold up.6   
The answer is yes.  As column 2 of Table 3 indicates, moderate Republicans were 
significantly more likely to vote for duty-to-bargain laws than conservative Republicans in the 
same state, and Republicans from districts with high government employment were more 
supportive than those from districts with low government employment.  In rows 3 and 4 of Table 
4, we present predicted probabilities from this model.7  Moderate Republicans were 14 to 20 
percentage points more likely to vote “yes” than conservative Republicans.  And for Republicans 
with high concentrations of government employees in their districts, the probability of support 
was 14 to 20 points higher than for Republicans with low concentrations.8  
 It is important to emphasize that all bills in our dataset are the same at their core: they all 
established formal collective bargaining rights for government workers, modeled after the 
                                                          
6 Note that here we must drop states where support was unanimous.   
7 The base state here is Minnesota. 
8 When we include year fixed effects, or a linear time trend interacted with Republican, we still 
find strong effects of ideology and government employment for Republicans.  See appendix. 
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NLRA.  Yet there are some differences between them at the margins—for example in how they 
deal with strike penalties or what occupations they target.  To partial out the effects of these bill 
characteristics on votes, we add bill fixed effects to the model in column 3 of Table 3.  Our 
results are substantively unchanged.  Again, at the bottom of Table 3, we find that the effects of 
district ideology and government employment are positive and statistically significant for 
Republicans.  (See Table 4 for the magnitudes.) 
In the final column of Table 3, we test our expectations about how strikes influenced 
Republican votes.  As we discussed earlier, the sudden upsurge in strikes by public workers was 
a political concern in the 1960s, and many experts argued that granting them collective 
bargaining would bring labor peace.  Until the late 1960s and early 1970s, there was little direct 
evidence to counter that claim, and Republicans had good reason to bank on it—and embrace 
collective bargaining as a way of slowing government strikes. 
As time went on, however, more and more states had actual experience with collective 
bargaining, and legislators could look to them for evidence.  If it appeared that strike activity 
declined after states adopted duty-to-bargain laws, we would expect Republicans to continue 
their support.  But if strike activity stayed the same or increased after adoption, we would expect 
their support to decline.       
What, then, would state legislators have observed had they looked to the experiences of 
other states?  In Figure 1, we plot government strikes over time for 22 states—the states that 
enacted duty-to-bargain laws for three out of the five categories of government employees at the 
same time.   (We exclude states that extended bargaining rights to only one or two categories of 
workers, because strikes may have continued on behalf of the excluded workers.)  The vertical 
line in each graph depicts the year that the state adopted its law.  
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The trend immediately apparent in Figure 1 is that, in almost all states, strike activity 
tended to increase after they adopted duty-to-bargain laws.  In some, the increase was dramatic.  
In Michigan, which adopted a comprehensive law in 1965, there were only two public strikes in 
the years leading up to adoption, but four years after adoption there were 70 strikes.  Ten years 
later, there were nearly 100 strikes.  The pattern was similar in many other states.  Given this 
experience, it seems likely that state legislators would question the earlier claim that collective 
bargaining brought labor peace—and we would expect Republican support for collective 
bargaining to decline as a result. 
To test for this, we created a measure of how Republicans might have thought about the 
relationship between collective bargaining and strikes at the time of their votes.  For each state in 
Figure 1, we calculated the average number of strikes during the three years prior to the law’s 
adoption.  Then, for all years after adoption, we subtracted this pre-bargaining baseline from the 
number of strikes in that particular year.  We then summed these differences across all 22 states, 
by year.  This aggregate measure, which we call Post-bargaining strikes, captures the extent to 
which strike activity changed after the adoption of duty-to-bargain laws.  We link this measure to 
the votes in our dataset using a one-year lag. 
In column 4 of Table 3, we include this variable and its interaction with party.  As 
expected, we find that as legislators could witness more and more strikes in states that already 
had collective bargaining, Republican support declined.  We can see this from the hypothesis test 
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at the bottom of column 4:  when we add the coefficients of Post-bargaining strikes and its 
interaction with Republican, we estimate a negative effect, significant at the 1% level.9 
The predicted probabilities from this model (see Table 4) show that the effect of Post-
bargaining strikes was quite large.  For conservative Republicans in districts with low 
government employment, shifting from an environment of no strikes in bargaining states (and 
therefore no reason to doubt that collective bargaining would reduce strikes) to an environment 
of 206 strikes per year in bargaining states (the maximum in our dataset) reduced the probability 
of voting “yes” from 81% to 30%.  For moderate Republicans, the effect was a change from 93% 
support to 57%.  We see a similar pattern in districts with high government employment, where 
Republican support tended to be higher across the board.  Specifically, our model predicts that 
the vast majority of these Republicans—moderates and conservatives—voted “yes” on collective 
bargaining when post-bargaining strike incidence was zero (90% for conservatives and 97% for 
moderates).  At the maximum level of Post-bargaining strikes, however, conservative support 
dropped to 48%, and moderate support decreased to 74%.  These results support our theoretical 
expectation:  Republicans’ support dropped as they observed what was happening in states that 
had already adopted collective bargaining. 
Taken together, our findings show that, on the key policy issue of collective bargaining, 
most Republicans did not act in the interest of their party.  Although they were usually in a 
position to block, nearly two-thirds of the Republicans in our dataset voted “yes.”   Those “yes” 
                                                          
9 Our results change little when we add a linear time trend to the model.  Also, in the online 
appendix, we test the effect of strikes in a second way—using just the number of government 
strikes each year and its square.  There too the results are consistent with our expectations.   
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votes were disproportionately likely to come from moderate Republicans, Republicans from 
districts with high concentrations of government employees, and Republicans who thought they 
could prevent government strikes.  Thus, an outcome that appears collectively irrational—
Republicans supporting pro-union labor laws—is sensible in terms of the self-interest of 
individual legislators.  By thinking about their own districts and constituencies, Republicans 
played a pivotal role in enacting legislation that disadvantaged their party.   
Alternative Explanations 
 Next we consider whether there are alternative explanations that could account for the 
patterns in our data.  A potential concern is that we have only analyzed votes on enacted 
legislation.  One might argue that, if we looked at non-enacted bills, we would find low levels of 
Republican support.  Indeed, perhaps Republicans often did come together to block collective 
bargaining in the early going, and only jumped on the bandwagon when it became clear that a 
bill was going to pass.  
 The problem with this reasoning is that Republicans were usually pivotal to the 
legislation that eventually passed.  If many had voted “no” on prior, non-enacted bills, they could 
have continued to vote “no” —and thus prevented collective bargaining from being adopted.  But 
they didn’t do that.  They were in a position to block by voting “no,” but they voted “yes” 
instead.  And without their support, there was no bandwagon to jump on. 
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 Even so, it is worth finding out more about non-enacted bills.  To do that, we searched 
the historical legislative records of three states:  California, Iowa, and Utah.10  For each, we 
compiled a list of all unsuccessful collective bargaining bills between 1960 and 1979.  Of the 57 
non-enacted bills we identified, only 15 received floor votes.  We therefore collected individual 
roll-call votes on these 15 non-enacted bills.  
The picture that emerges is not one of unified Republican opposition.  In California, 47% 
of the Republican votes on these non-enacted bills were “yes” votes.  In Iowa, 67% were.  And 
while fewer Utah Republicans voted “yes”—only 11%—that low percentage is consistent with 
our theory, because Utah Republicans were uniformly conservative.  What is more, when we 
model the individual votes on these non-enacted bills, using bill fixed effects to account for 
differences across bills, we find the same general patterns as in Table 3.  See column 1 of Table 
5.  There, we find that moderate Republicans and Republicans from districts with high 
government employment were more likely to vote “yes.”  This suggests that our key conclusions 
would not be different if we could somehow analyze votes on all non-enacted bills. 
But what of the states that never adopted collective bargaining, and therefore are not in 
our dataset?  Did they fail to pass collective bargaining because Republicans banded together to 
block?  The answer is no.  Almost all of these states are in the South, and during the 1960s and 
1970s, their governments were overwhelmingly controlled by Democrats who were conservative 
and anti-labor.  Even so, as we show in the online appendix, we do find evidence consistent with 
                                                          
10 For most states, collecting such data is very difficult.  We chose these states because for each 
we were able to locate digital sources of all introduced collective bargaining bills and their roll-
call votes.  See the online appendix for details.  
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our expectation that legislators were motivated by their individual-level incentives:  on non-
enacted bills in Kentucky, urban Democrats and Democrats from districts with high female labor 
force participation (both of which we expect to be more moderate) were the most likely to 
support collective bargaining.  Although this is interesting, it is not clear whether we should view 
these labor laws as a collective good or bad for the Southern wing of the Democratic Party; and 
for that reason, the South is not a good test bed for our theory.  What is most important is that 
Republicans were not the reason collective bargaining failed in the South. 
Turning back to our analysis of enacted legislation, are there any other explanations for 
the patterns we have found?  One possible story is that perhaps only conservative Republicans 
saw these labor laws and the rise of public-sector unions as bad for the Republican Party, while 
moderate Republicans believed the new unions might become supporters of the kind of big-tent 
Republican Party that moderates hoped (but failed) to create.  Perhaps conservatives and 
moderates were both motivated to do what was best for their party, then—but were acting on 
different visions of what their party should be.  
But this explanation doesn’t hold up.  Our data show that while moderates were indeed 
more likely to support these laws than conservatives were, the level of conservative support was 
actually very high.  Of the most conservative Republicans (the top 10%), 56% voted “yes.”  This 
is critical evidence.  Conservatives surely believed that these laws would have negative impacts 
on their party, yet they voted “yes” in large numbers.  This is consistent with our expectation that 
they were voting without reference to the impact on their party. 
Yet another conjecture is that perhaps Republicans only voted “yes” when they were not 
pivotal and could not block collective bargaining anyway—and that when it counted, 
Republicans came together and voted “no.”  But our data do not support that.  First of all, 
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Republicans were pivotal in passing collective bargaining in most of the states (Table 1); and in 
those cases—of divided government or Republican unified government—they voted “yes” 66% 
of the time.  Moreover, when we limit our basic model to those cases (see column 2 of Table 5), 
our findings are essentially the same as in Table 3. 
Still another possibility to consider is that, precisely because Republicans were so often 
pivotal, they were—as a party—trying to lock in their own conservative version of collective 
bargaining, perhaps because they anticipated that Democrats would soon regain control of state 
government, and they wanted to prevent more liberal bills in the future.  Such a scenario may 
seem plausible, but it does not square with the facts.   
Collective bargaining bills did differ at the margins (for example, in the presence or 
absence of strike provisions), but at the core they were all the same and modeled after the 
NLRA: they gave unions the electoral machinery to organize, endowed them with exclusive 
representation rights, obligated public employers to negotiate in good faith, and made labor 
contracts legally binding.  Every one of these bills institutionalized collective bargaining.  There 
were indeed “conservative” versions of labor bills, but they were not collective bargaining bills.  
Rather, they called for “meet and confer” arrangements, or they gave employees the right to 
“present proposals”—and these kinds of weaker bills are not in our dataset.   
We can, however, carry out an interesting test by addressing the following question: in 
states where Republicans were pivotal, were they more inclined to vote “yes” when they had 
reason to fear that Democrats would soon make gains in state government?   We explore this in 
two ways:  First—see column 3 of Table 5—we interact Republican with the four-year average 
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of the Ranney index, which ranges from 0.5 (least competitive) to 1 (most competitive).11  
Second, in column 4, we replace the Ranney index with a measure of how many state 
institutions—the lower chamber, the upper chamber, and the governor—changed party hands 
from two years prior to two years after the adoption of collective bargaining.12  In both models, 
we find that interparty competition had no significant impact on Republicans’ votes.  There is no 
evidence here that the votes of individual Republicans depended on whether Republican Party 
control was threatened. 
Another alternative is that Republicans did not know collective bargaining would give 
rise to public-sector unions aligned with the Democratic Party.  While there is no direct evidence 
on this score—scholars have barely studied these developments, state and local newspapers 
provide scant political detail, and national publications focused on union growth and strikes—
politicians were surrounded by evidence about what the partisan consequences would be, and it 
is hard to believe that all this evidence escaped them.   
By the 1960s, it was well known that the 1935 NLRA had fueled the growth of private-
sector unions and that these unions, led by the AFL-CIO, were firmly allied with the Democratic 
Party (Heard, 1960; Greenstone, 1969; Alexander, 1971; Dark, 1999).  As Wilson (1979, p.39) 
                                                          
11 We obtained these data from Klarner (2013).   
12 Specifically, for each state and year, we calculated an index ranging from 0 to 3, equal to the 
total number of state government institutions controlled by Democrats.  Then, for each vote, we 
calculated how much that index changed from two years prior to two years after (and took the 
absolute value).  For example, if at any point over those five years, party control changed from 
Republican unified government to Democratic unified government, the variable would equal 3. 
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summarized it, “Everywhere, the unions looked to and worked with the Democrats to the 
disadvantage of the Republicans.”  State labor laws for government workers were therefore 
expected to propel a similar upsurge in public-sector unionization—which they did—and there 
was abundant evidence that their expansion would advantage the Democratic Party, just as the 
expansion of private-sector unions had (DiSalvo, 2015; Walker, 2014; Slater, 2004; Freeman, 
1986).   
Well before state duty-to-bargain laws gained traction, the key public-sector unions—
AFSCME, the AFT, and the SEIU (the NEA was not yet a union)—were already inside the AFL-
CIO and strongly supporting the labor-Democratic alliance.  Indeed, they were affiliated with 
Walter Reuther’s Industrial Unions Department, the most socially progressive component of the 
AFL-CIO and the most fervently involved in Democratic politics (Mackenzie and Wiesbrodt, 
2008; Battista, 2008).  Thus, the early public-sector unions weren’t just core allies of the 
Democrats—they were on the left of the party.  And there were good reasons for that, as they 
organized many blue-collar as well as white-collar workers, had large female and black 
memberships, supported policies expanding the public sector, and were “vigorous advocates for 
racial and gender equality” (Battista, 2008, p.12). 
With Reuther’s death in 1970, AFSCME president Jerry Wurf assumed leadership of the 
AFL-CIO’s progressive wing.  Wurf was a prominent and passionate player in Democratic 
politics, and he argued publicly that electing Democrats—and defeating Republicans—was 
crucial to AFSCME and the public-sector labor movement generally.  AFSCME “led the surge” 
in propelling that movement (Zieger, 1985, p.163).  But action of great consequence was also 
occurring in public education, where the NEA and the AFT were competing to organize millions 
of teachers—and by the end of the 1960s, they “had become two of the most powerful political 
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forces in the country” (Mackenzie and Wiesbrodt, 2008, p.19).  Both were allies of the 
Democrats and active supporters of progressive causes (Murphy, 1990).  
A much larger body of evidence points in the same direction (see the online appendix).  
Although more research is needed, we think there is little doubt that, to most observers at the 
time, the pronounced Democratic tilt of the public-sector union movement was apparent as the 
new laws were being adopted, and that most Republicans were likely to know that the long-term 
consequences for their party would not be good.    
Party Support for Collective Bargaining in the Modern Era 
 Our conclusion, then, is that during this critical time period for public-sector labor law 
adoption, Republicans did not use policy to engineer favorable political consequences for their 
party.  And the theoretical logic we have developed helps to explain why.  The heterogeneous 
Republican Party of the 1960s and 1970s faced a collective action problem, and in the end, 
individual Republicans largely voted according to their own, locally-based interests.   
 The Republican Party of today, of course, is more homogenously conservative.  And the 
same theoretical logic that predicts extensive Republican support for collective bargaining in the 
1960s and 1970s suggests that the modern period may well be different.  A Republican Party 
with fewer moderates has fewer members with district-level incentives to defect from the party-
enhancing position.  Moreover, the theory of conditional party government suggests that as 
parties become more internally homogenous, their members delegate greater authority to party 
leaders to constrain members’ votes (Aldrich and Rohde, 2001)—further promoting party 
discipline.  The implication, then, is that today’s Republicans should be much better positioned 
to “make politics” to their collective advantage.   
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 While there are only two states that adopted duty-to-bargain laws after the 1980s—New 
Mexico and Oklahoma—a look at Republicans’ votes in those states reveal that they were, in 
fact, more uniformly opposed than they were during the earlier period.  Table 6 shows that when 
New Mexico enacted a duty-to-bargain law in 1992, not a single Republican voted for it.  That 
initial law was unusual in that it contained a sunset provision, but when New Mexico passed 
another law in 2003 (to replace the expired law), only two Republicans were supportive.  
Republican voting in Oklahoma in 2004 was similarly opposed:  of 64 Republicans voting on its 
duty-to-bargain law, only 3 voted “yes.”   
 We need not limit our analysis, however, to the two states that passed duty-to-bargain 
laws in recent years.  In 2011, Republicans pushed through rollbacks of collective bargaining 
rights in six states: Indiana, Idaho, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Wisconsin.  In these states, 
did Republicans come together and collectively reject policies that benefit the Democratic Party?   
 Table 6 shows the percentages of Democrats and Republicans who took the pro-
bargaining position (i.e., voted “no”) on these six retrenchment bills.  As in the earlier period, 
nearly all Democrats took the pro-bargaining position and voted against collective bargaining 
retrenchment.  But in contrast to the earlier period, very few Republicans defected from the 
position favorable to their party.  In all but one state, Republican opposition to retrenchment was 
limited to 15% of state legislators or less.  In Wisconsin, only 7% voted against the rollback.  
The highest percentage of Republican “no” votes was in Idaho (20%), but even that number is 
very low compared to the 63% average Republican support during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s.  
It does appear, then, that today’s politicians are better positioned to use policy to make politics 
favorable to their party.  Republicans in 2011 largely voted together—and pushed for limits to 
collective bargaining laws that weakened public-sector unions. 
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 Even today, however, a non-negligible number of Republicans have taken the pro-
bargaining position on critical votes.  The explanation, we suspect, is largely the same as before.  
While strike incidence has slowed since 1980, and while the Republican Party has shed most of 
its moderate wing, there are still Republicans who are relatively moderate, and Republicans still 
have government employees in their districts.  Thus, while the political forces pushing 
Republicans to defect from the party-enhancing position are weaker than they were during the 
1960s and 1970s, they have not disappeared—and if our logic is correct, they should help to 
explain why a few Republicans still support collective bargaining. 
 To test this idea, we carry out an analysis similar to the earlier one, regressing individual 
legislators’ votes on measures of government employment and ideology.  For the modern period, 
we have access to better measures of state legislator ideology:  here we use the Shor and 
McCarty (2011) ideology scores created from state legislators’ roll-call votes.  (We take the 
inverse of the measure so that higher values indicate more liberal legislators.)  Government 
employment is measured as before, based on the U.S. Census (from 2010).  Our models include 
votes on all bills enacted since 2000, coded so that 1 denotes a vote in favor of collective 
bargaining.  We drop the 1992 New Mexico votes because the ideology measures are not 
available for that year.  Finally, because the dependent variable equals 0 for only 12 Democrats 
in this dataset, we limit our analysis to Republicans. 
 The logit estimates are presented in column 1 of Table 7.  The coefficient on government 
employment is positive but statistically insignificant.  However, the coefficient on district 
ideology is positive and significant, showing that moderate Republicans are more likely to vote 
in favor of collective bargaining—even today.  As we show in the online appendix, a Republican 
at the 5th percentile of the distribution of the Shor-McCarty scores—a conservative—is predicted 
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to have a 1% chance of voting the pro-bargaining position.  By contrast, the predicted probability 
for a moderate—one at the 95th percentile—is 35%.  Even in today’s polarized climate, then, the 
influence of local forces on Republicans’ votes has not disappeared entirely. 
 Our main takeaway, however, is that today’s parties are better positioned to use policy to 
shape politics in their party’s favor.  There are fewer moderates, and therefore fewer members 
with incentives to defect.  And if party leaders gain more authority to constrain members’ votes 
as the parties become more homogenous (Aldrich and Rohde, 2001), then the few moderates 
who remain should be less inclined to buck the party in favor of their local interests.   
Because our dataset from the modern period uses different ideology measures than the 
dataset from the earlier period, we cannot directly test whether district forces have a weaker 
effect on Republicans’ votes today than in the 1960s and 1970s.  But our dataset from the earlier 
period does span 27 years, and we know that the Republicans were starting to become more 
homogenously conservative by the end of that period.  In a final test, therefore, we return to our 
original dataset (which ends in 1985), focusing on Republicans’ votes, to ask whether the effects 
of ideology and government employment grew weaker over time.  In column 2 of Table 7, we 
model legislators’ votes with district ideology and government employment, this time interacting 
both with a linear time trend.  On the one hand, we do not find that the effect of government 
employment weakened over time.  But we do estimate a significant negative coefficient on the 
interaction of district ideology and the time trend, suggesting that the effect of ideology did, in 
fact, get weaker as time went on.  In 1965, the probability of a moderate Republican voting “yes” 
was 94%, whereas for conservatives it was 71%—a 23 point difference.  By 1980, the gap 
between moderates and conservatives had shrunk to 16 points.  Thus, even by the 1980s, district 
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considerations weighed less heavily on Republicans’ votes.  It was the dawn of a new era—one 
in which Republicans were better equipped to use policy to shape their party’s future.  
Conclusion 
 Schattschneider’s insight that policies make politics has played an influential role in the 
modern study of political institutions and public policy.  When this notion has taken center stage, 
the focus has mainly been on how policies give rise to new interests and constituencies that, via 
policy feedback, shape the future politics of those policies.  Important as this line of analysis is, 
there is also an important strategic aspect that arises from Schattschneider’s original insight.  For 
if policies do indeed make politics, rational politicians have opportunities to use policies to 
create a future structure of politics more to their advantage. 
This strategic dimension has gone almost entirely unexplored, and even the most basic 
questions have gone unstudied.  Do politicians actually use policies to make politics?  Under 
what conditions and with what consequences?  To what extent has the structure of American 
politics been shaped through the strategic design of policy?  As these questions begin to suggest, 
there is an untapped research agenda that flows naturally from Schattschneider’s work, and that 
stands to shed new light on our understanding of politics and policy. 
This paper is an early effort to move that agenda forward.  We develop a theoretical 
argument that highlights certain basics that we think are essential for understanding how rational 
politicians do—or don’t—use policies to make politics.  One of these is that politicians may 
often have incentives to “make politics” when the political consequences are policy-specific.  
Another is that, when the consequences involve the larger balance of power between the parties, 
the incentives of politicians are diluted by collective action problems.  As a result, politicians 
may not act on what seem like obvious opportunities, and indeed, may act in ways that are 
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disadvantageous to their own parties.  These problems may be (partially) overcome when parties 
are internally homogeneous.  But when parties are more diverse, politicians can be expected to 
take actions that are good for themselves even if bad for their parties.   
 Our empirical analysis brings data to bear on a case that is especially instructive: the 
adoption of public-sector collective bargaining laws—a development of great political 
consequence that favored Democrats over Republicans.  We show that Republicans played 
pivotal roles in passing these laws, and thus in shaping the structure of politics to their own 
disadvantage.  They behaved rationally as individuals, responding to district and constituency 
concerns—and not to the collective goods (or bads) that were being generated for their party.  In 
this case, the collective action problem was indeed disabling.  
 The modern period, however, is different.  There are still some Republicans who vote in 
favor of collective bargaining—defecting from the party-enhancing position—but they are far 
fewer in number than during the 1960s and 1970s.  Indeed, today’s more homogenously 
conservative Republican Party appears much better equipped to make policy in its own favor.   
As we look ahead, various implications offer promising avenues for advancing this 
Schattschneider-based agenda.  One begins with our argument that, while it is precisely when the 
political stakes are broadly consequential for the parties that politicians have weak incentives to 
“make politics,” the flip side is that they are likely to have stronger incentives when the 
consequences are policy-specific.  The opportunities for such policy-specific decisions are 
omnipresent across policy realms and time, making them central to an understanding of political 
dynamics and attractive targets for political research. 
Among other things, research along these lines should explore the qualifications we 
mentioned earlier, and how problematic they are in the policymaking process.  Are politicians 
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aware that they can use the design of policy to shape its future politics?  Does their myopia 
prevent them from taking steps to enhance the long-term durability of the policies they support?  
Does the attractiveness of position-taking and credit-claiming mean that their support for a 
policy implies no genuine commitment to its ultimate success, and no incentive to create 
favorable future politics? 
Perhaps most important, research on these qualifying conditions needs to be combined 
with new research on interest groups—for interest groups likely have incentives to care about the 
durability of policy, and to pressure politicians to “make politics” in ways that promote it.  So 
far, this is a dimension of interest group behavior that has not been systematically studied.  And 
we would expect new work along these lines to show that interest groups can play key roles in 
overcoming the incentive-weaknesses of politicians, activating them to do what they might not 
otherwise do on their own. 
Another line of inquiry has to do with those policies, like labor laws, that are broadly 
consequential for the parties.  Here research should center on the collective action problems that 
weaken the incentives of politicians to “make politics”—but it also needs to recognize that these 
problems are not always disabling, and that there is much to explore about when these problems 
are disabling and when they are not.  Here too, research should shed light on the role of interest 
groups, and specifically on whether at least some types of groups may play roles that go beyond 
specific policy realms in pressuring politicians to do what is best for their parties.   
That said, the top priority is research on the parties themselves, and their capacity to get 
members to cooperate in “making politics” to their collective advantage.  As we have shown, 
today’s strong parties are better positioned to do this than parties were in past decades.  This is a 
basic claim that, in itself, calls out for historical research on how parties have differentially acted 
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through time to “make politics.”  Along the way, research should determine whether the potential 
impact of policies on the partisan balance of power does indeed have greater incentive-value in 
recent decades—and thus helps explain the dynamics behind some of the salient, politics-making 
issues of our time: from immigration reform to Obamacare to union “card check” legislation to 
voter ID laws.  
The argument we have developed in this paper is just a start.  It points to the limits on the 
incentives of politicians to “make politics” through the design of policy, and the roles of interest 
groups and parties in (potentially) overcoming those limits.  This argument will surely need 
refinement and elaboration as new evidence and theoretical thinking are brought to bear.  We 
hope it will help to encourage just that kind of research—and that, in the years ahead, this work 
will add significantly to Schattschneider’s already considerable contribution to political science. 
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Table 1:  Party control of state government at the time of collective bargaining adoption 
  Teachers Police Firefighters 
Other Local 
Employees 
State 
Employees 
Republican unified 
government 
DE, IA, IN, 
NH, SD, VT 
IA, NH, PA, 
SD 
IA, ID, NH, PA, 
SD IA, NH, SD 
IA, NH, SD, 
VT 
Divided 
government 
AK, CT, ID, 
IL, KS, ME, 
MI, MN, MT, 
ND, NJ, NV, 
NY, OR, PA, 
RI, WA, WI 
AK, CA, CT, 
IL, MA, ME, 
MI, MN, NJ, 
NV, NY, OR, 
RI, VT, WA, 
WI 
AK, CA, CT, IL, 
ME, MI, MN, 
NJ, NV, NY, 
OR, VT, WA, 
WI, WY 
AK, CA, CT, 
IL, IN, ME, 
MI, MN, NJ, 
NV, NY, OR, 
PA, RI, VT, 
WA, WI 
AK, IL, IN, 
ME, MN, NJ, 
NY, OR, PA, 
RI, WA, WI 
Democratic unified 
government 
CA, FL, HI, 
MA, MD, 
NM, OH, OK, 
TN 
DE, FL, HI, 
MD, MT, NM, 
OH, OK, TX 
DE, FL, GA, HI, 
MA, MD, MT, 
NM, OH, OK, 
RI, UT, TX 
DE, FL, HI, 
MA, MD, MT, 
NM, OH, OK 
CA, CT, DE, 
FL, HI, MA, 
MD, MT, NM, 
OH 
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Table 2:  Party support for collective bargaining laws 
State Year % Democrats voting "yes" 
% Republicans 
voting "yes" 
WI 1959 97% 47% 
DE 1965 92% 100% 
MI 1965 100% 25% 
WY 1965 100% 65% 
NY 1967 32% 100% 
WA 1967 100% 76% 
CA 1968 100% 98% 
NJ 1968 100% 100% 
PA 1968 100% 94% 
DE 1969 35% 90% 
MD 1969 100% 100% 
ME 1969 89% 74% 
ND 1969 100% 95% 
NV 1969 96% 100% 
AK 1970 100% 81% 
ID 1970 98% 79% 
KS 1970 93% 77% 
PA 1970 100% 60% 
SD 1970 100% 100% 
GA 1971 100% 100% 
ID 1971 98% 84% 
MN 1971 94% 74% 
MT 1971 44% 78% 
WI 1971 86% 34% 
AK 1972 95% 53% 
IN 1973 86% 87% 
MT 1973 97% 63% 
OR 1973 84% 26% 
TX 1973 68% 0% 
FL 1974 100% 74% 
IA 1974 86% 36% 
CA 1975 94% 54% 
CT 1975 99% 23% 
IN 1975 95% 46% 
NH 1975 92% 34% 
UT 1975 96% 6% 
CA 1977 96% 79% 
TN 1978 78% 30% 
IL 1983 (1) 100% 28% 
IL 1983 (2) 97% 10% 
OH 1983 97% 0% 
IL 1985 95% 43% 
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Table 3:  State legislators' collective bargaining votes 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Republican -6.18*** -8.57*** -8.878*** -4.629*** 
 (1.642) (2.255) (2.217) (1.738)  
Democratic presidential vote -3.561 -7.005 -7.152 -3.248 
 (3.563) (5.078) (5.116) (2.958) 
Republican * Democratic presidential vote 8.274** 11.128** 11.586** 9.465*** 
 (3.761) (4.852) (4.827) (3.262)  
Government employment 0.644 -1.692 -1.452 0.723 
 (1.913) (1.754) (1.852) (1.837) 
Republican * Government employment 2.487 6.114** 6.298** 2.55 
 (2.419) (2.864) (3.035) (2.978) 
Post-bargaining strikes    0.002 
    (0.005) 
Republican * Post-bargaining strikes    -0.013* 
    (0.008)   
Constant 4.14***   3.673*** 
 (1.600)   (1.187)  
Observations 5,434 4,813 4,813 4,799 
Pseudo R-squared 0.133 0.225 0.250 0.151 
Fixed Effects None State Bill None 
Democratic presidential vote +  4.712*** 4.123*** 4.433*** 6.216*** 
     (Republican * Dem. presidential vote) (1.766) (1.314) (1.446) (1.995) 
Government employment +  3.131* 4.422** 4.846** 3.273 
     (Republican * Govt. employment) (1.606) (1.864) (1.915) (1.984)* 
Post-bargaining strikes +     -0.012*** 
     (Republican * Post-bargaining strikes)       (0.004) 
Notes: Standard errors clustered by state in parentheses. *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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Table 4:  Predicted probabilities 
      
Conservative 
Republican 
Moderate 
Republican 
Model 1 
(1) Low government employment 0.460 0.702 
(2) High government employment 0.614 0.814 
     
Model 2 
(3) Low government employment 0.523 0.726 
(4) High government employment 0.723 0.864 
  
   
Model 3  
(5) Low government employment 0.502 0.721 
(6) High government employment 0.722 0.870 
  
   
Model 4 
(7) Low government, no post-bargaining strikes 0.806 0.928 
(8) Low government, maximum post-bargaining strikes 0.298 0.567 
(9) High government, no post-bargaining strikes 0.902 0.966 
(10) High government, maximum post-bargaining strikes 0.484 0.742 
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Table 5:  Testing alternative explanations 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Republican -5.094*** -7.29*** -8.426 -7.517*** 
 (1.833) (2.324) (9.791) (2.299) 
Democratic presidential vote 6.361 -6.212 -5.343 -6.91 
 (4.299) (4.891) (4.188) (4.566) 
Republican * Democratic presidential vote 2.889 10.348** 9.632** 10.718** 
 (4.238) (4.964) (4.204) (4.650) 
Government employment 2.717 -0.981 -0.477 -0.983 
 (2.589) (1.908) (1.934) (1.883) 
Republican * Government employment 0.004 4.924* 5.055* 5.199* 
 (3.214) (2.667) (2.742) (2.801) 
Ranney index   -6.607  
   (6.741)  
Republican * Ranney index   1.472  
   (9.678)  
Change in party control    0.152 
    (0.194) 
Republican * Change in party control    -0.007 
    (0.345) 
Constant  5.526** 11.227 5.68*** 
  (2.290) (7.326) (2.202) 
Observations 933 4,017 4,017 4,017 
Pseudo R-squared 0.482 0.096 0.110 0.099 
Fixed effects Bill None None None 
Democratic presidential vote + 9.25*** 4.136*** 4.289*** 3.808** 
     (Republican * Dem. presidential vote) (2.108) (1.555) (1.349) (1.708) 
Government employment +  2.722*** 3.944** 4.578** 4.216** 
     (Republican * Govt. employment) (0.712) (1.626) (1.809) (1.803) 
Ranney index +    -5.135  
     (Republican * Ranney index)   (4.486)  
Change in party control +     0.145 
     (Republican * Change in party control)    (0.251) 
Notes:  Standard errors clustered by state in parentheses.  Column 1 is a model of all votes on 
non-enacted bills in CA, IA, and UT.  Columns 2-4 are models of votes on enacted bills in all 
states, excluding Democratic unified governments. *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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Table 6:  Party support for collective bargaining, recent laws 
  
State Year 
% Democrats 
voting pro-
bargaining 
% Republicans 
voting pro-
bargaining 
Collective 
bargaining 
enactments 
NM 1992 81% 0% 
NM 2003 98% 5% 
OK 2004 93% 5% 
Collective 
bargaining 
rollbacks 
ID 2011 95% 20% 
IN 2011 98% 15% 
OH 2011 100% 14% 
OK 2011 94% 12% 
TN 2011 100% 7% 
WI 2011 100% 7% 
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Table 7:  Republicans' collective bargaining votes in the modern era 
  (1) (2) 
Moderate ideology 4.788*** 10.796*** 
 (1.477) (3.034)  
Government employment 3.227 21.074 
 (4.684) (14.825) 
Time  0.178 
  (0.169) 
Moderate ideology * Time  -0.343* 
  (0.188)   
Government employment * Time  -1.395 
  (1.190) 
Constant 1.654* -4.932** 
 (0.985) (2.246)   
Observations 609 2,564 
Pseudo R-squared 0.192 0.152 
Notes: Standard errors clustered by state in parentheses. Column 1 is a 
model of Republicans' votes in the modern period (2003-2011); the 
dependent variable equals 1 if the state legislator cast a pro-bargaining 
vote. Column 2 is a model of Republicans' votes in the earlier period 
(1959-1985). In column 1, Moderate ideology is the legislators' Shor-
McCarty ideology scores; in column 2, it is approximate Democratic 
presidential vote (as earlier). * p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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Figure 1:  Strikes by state and local government employees
